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Trump Boom v. Bidenomics Bust 

TEN KEY CONTRASTS 

  

1.  Real Family Incomes Surged Under President Trump. Under Biden, Family 

Incomes Have Crashed 

a.  President Trump increased annual real family incomes by more than $6,000.[1] 

  

b.  Under Joe Biden, real family incomes have fallen by $7,400.[2] 

  

2.  President Trump created 2.8 million more jobs than President Biden during 

their respective first 30 months in office. 

  

a.  President Trump created 4.9 million jobs in his first thirty months in office.[3] 

  

b. In comparison, President Biden only created a net 2.1 million new jobs, after 

accounting for Trump workers returning to the work force after the pandemic.[4] 

  

c.  In comparing their first 30 months, President Trump created 2.8 million more jobs 

than Biden. 

  

3. President Trump created 250,000 more MANUFACTURING jobs than 

President Biden during their respective first 30 months in office. 

  

a.  President Trump created 454,000 MANUFACTURING jobs in his first thirty 

months in office.[5] 

  

b.  In comparison, President Biden only created 204,000 net new MANUFACTURING 

jobs, after accounting for Trump MANUFACTURING workers returning to the work 

force after the pandemic.[6] 

  



c.  In comparing their first 30 months, President Trump created 250,000 more 

manufacturing jobs than Biden in his first 30 months in office. 

  

4.  Prices for Gas and Goods Are Surging; Americans are Paying More for 

Everything. 

  

a.  When President Trump left office, a gallon of gas was $2.42.[7]   

  

b.  Under Biden, a gallon of gas hit a record $4 on average last year and is $3.83 

today, $1.41 a gallon (or 58%) higher under Biden than President Trump.[8] 

  

c.  Costs for Americans have risen 16.6% under Biden.[9] 

  

d.  The average inflation rate under President Trump was 1.9%.[10] 

  

e.  The average inflation rate under President Biden is 5.5%.[11] 

  

f.  Inflation is 189 percent higher under President Biden than it was under President 

Trump. 

  

5.  President Trump LOWERED Regulatory Costs by $11,000 per household; 

Biden has RAISED regulatory costs by $10,000 per household. 

  

a.  President Trump lowered regulatory costs by nearly $11,000 per household over 

four years.[12] 

  

b.  President Biden has raised regulatory costs by approximately $10,000 per 

household over the last two years, exceeding even the rate of the Obama 

administration in its first two years.[13] 

  

c.  If Biden’s regulatory costs continue to rise at even the same rate as the Obama 

administration, the Biden regulations would cost every American household almost 

$60,000 over eight years.[14]   

  



d.  If President Trump’s regulatory costs had continued to decline at the same rate, at 

the end of eight years President Trump would have reduced regulatory costs by a 

total of $21,000 per household.[15] 

  

6.  1.9 million more Americans would be working under President Trump than 

President Biden.  

  

a.  Before the pandemic, 63.4% of Americans were in the labor force. 

  

b.  Under Joe Biden, 62.6% of Americans are in the labor force. 

  

c.  63.4% of Americans were working under President Trump, while 62.6% are 

working under President Biden, meaning that 1.9 million more Americans would be 

working today under President Trump than they are under President Biden.   The 1.9 

million missing workers are due to the Bidenomics policies of high inflation, high 

spending, and the radical Green New Deal. [16] 

  

7.  Approval of the Economy was Three Times Higher Under President Trump 

than Biden.  

  

a.  63% of Americans rated economic conditions as “excellent” or “good” under 

President Trump before COVID.[17] 

  

b.  19% of Americans rate economic conditions as “excellent” or “good” under 

President Biden.[18] 

  

8.  Mortgage rates were two times lower under President Trump than Biden, 

making it dramatically more expensive for Americans to buy a new home 

today. 

  

a.  Under President Trump, the average 30-year Fixed Mortgage Rate dropped to a 

record low of 2.65% [19] 

  

b.  Under President Biden, the average 30-year Fixed Mortgage Rate has shot up to 

almost 7%[20] 



  

c.  Bidenomics has led Americans to have to pay more than $366,000 more in 

interest payments to buy a home at average price.[21] 

  

9.  Americans Were Paying Off their Credit Cards under President Trump; But 

with the ravages of inflation and the decline in real wages under Bidenomics, 

Americans have been forced to incur credit card debt to make ends meet. 

  

a.  During President Trump’s term of office, credit card debt fell from a 2019 peak of 

$926 billion to $811 billion in the second quarter of 2020, the largest six-month 

decline on record.[22] 

  

b.  Under President Biden, Americans have incurred a record $1 trillion in new credit 

card debt, almost a $200 billion increase since their 2020 levels under President 

Trump.[23] 

  

10.  Biden Has Vowed to Hike Taxes By $4.7 Trillion and Eliminate President 

Trump’s Historic Tax Cuts Which Raised American Family Incomes by 

Thousands. 

  

a.  President Trump signed into law the largest tax cuts and reforms in American 

history, lowering taxes for Americans in every income bracket and raising real 

median household income by $4,640 in 2018 and 2019, almost 100 TIMES greater 

than average yearly income increase during the prior 30 years.[24]  The Trump tax 

cuts were so successful in contributing to job creation and economic growth that they 

generated enough new federal tax revenue to pay for themselves.[25] 

  

b.  Biden has vowed to eliminate President Trump’s tax cuts which are set to expire 

during the next administration, which would increase taxes for the average family of 

four by $2,000.[26]  Biden has also proposed hiking taxes by $4.7 trillion, which, with 

the expiration of the Trump tax cuts, would cost American households $120,000 by 

the end of the decade.[27]   

  

____________________________________________________________________________ 
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